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Details of Visit:

Author: continentaljoe
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 9 Jul 2008 20:00
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 350
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Asian Variety
Website: http://www.asianvariety.co.uk
Phone: 07943609999

The Premises:

my hotel

The Lady:

very nice slim young lady, smooth skin, however no breasts detectable (photos on website definitely
fake/edited)

The Story:

I booked Ivy for a dinner date that was supposed to last 3 hours total. She arrived on time, was
lovely from start and we had a fun and erotic meal in a restaurant nearby my hotel. Only downside
was that her English isn't there much yet, but then she says she only arrived in the UK in May.

After relocating to the hotel, we got to action. When undressing, it turned out the beautiful pics on
the agency web site are apparently fake or have been edited heavily in terms of breast size (there
was literally nothing there). It was nice nevertheless, Ivy is not a great kisser but her oral and hand
techniques were great and I had to be careful to not fire off during that. She then wanted to
massage, which I endured for a few mins however I got the impression that this was an technique to
bide time. I turned round again and we had a good f**k, a bit of a-level then she came on top of me.
Great moaning by her. So far so nice.

At this point we had spend exactly 2 hours including the dinner. She went to the bathroom, took a
shower ... and, as it turned out, called a car to pick her up. When she told me a few minutes later I
was very disappointed since the agreed and paid for time for this date had been 3 hours. Despite
her gentle character and trying to please I found this unexpected turn utterly off-putting.

I told her and she noticed and tried to calm saying she would not have to leave at once when the
car arrives. However, the entire atmosphere was gone and of course she did leave precisely when
the driver arrived - only 2 hours 30 into the date. Also, the time between her shower and pick-up
she spent getting dressed, making herself up etc hence the true date lasted 2 hours instead of the
3.

After she had gone I called the agency to provide my honest feedback - not on the girl who was
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genuinely nice, but on this practice of leaving early. I had a feeling that that may have been an
agency tac since Ivy admitted that since I was her first ever dinner date the agency would have
given her clear instructions on how to conduct this date.

However, the lady on the agency phone did not seem to care much, challenged the time of Ivy's
departure despite the fact that when we spoke on the phone Ivy was already long gone while she
should still have been with me.

Long report short: I will not contact this agency again and recommend you be very careful both
regarding your time and money invested in this agency and also the descriptions/photographs of the
ladies they advertise.
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